Abstract: This paper presents new methods for motion planning for manipulators needing to move in a difficult environment with high probability of collisions. The paper uses the Rapidly exploring Random Trees (RRT) idea, Nd-Cuboid domains for reducing the exploration and produces new methods for path planning without having goal configuration. One method is based on pseudo-inverse Jacobian (J + ) with weighted least-norm(WLN)(named here as J W LN ) method which is used instead of normal J + for better behavior of the robot arm around joint limits. The second algorithm uses inverse kinematics, which help to drive the manipulator to a goal pose. The third one generates neighbor cells in Cartesian space and selects the best one for random expansion. Inverse kinematics are used in order to create a configuration for a cell. All variations are forward directed trees, since goal configuration is not present. The experiment results, done in a 7 degree-of-freedom (DoF) robot arm, show that all variations provide significant results, with the advantage to use them in grasping scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
Path planning for robotic systems operating in cluster environment is a hard problem. Nowadays path planning algorithms should deal with high dimensional and very complex search space, and also with the uncertainties that a surrounding environment may have (e.g dynamic environment). The main goal remains a reliable and robust algorithm that could generate a solution in a limited deliberation time. The latter is very important in many robotic applications, like rehabilitation robotics where the demands for good and fast generated trajectories are high.
During the development a lot of ideas are proposed. The planners could work in cartesian or configuration space for a manipulator. Cartesian planners (like presented by Ojdanic (2009) ) are very useful and experimental results showed that they could give nice results. However planning in Cartesian space could produce high joint velocities around the singularities. That is surely not optimal.
Planners based on configuration space are mainly produced and developed in the last decade. Most of them are divided into two main categories: multi-query and single query. The multi query approach invests a pre-processing effort in order to produce a specific structure of connected configurations which later will be used to solve any start-goal situation. A big drawback is the necessity of recalling the procedure every time the environment changes. An example of multi-query algorithm is the Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) presented at Kavraki et al. (1996) . The single-query approach considers a pair of initial and goal configurations, and tries to find a solution within specific time restriction. A common algorithm that is widely used is the rapidly exploring random trees (RRT) (see LaValle (2006) ). It is a very efficient single-query method used to solve holomonic as well as differential constraint problems. A lot Fig. 1 . Rehabilitation system FRIEND of modifications have been proposed in order to improve the algorithm and to achieve better results. Other variations try to improve the sampling part of it. More recent work uses jacobian transpose or pseudo-inverse in order to move the manipulator towards a goal pose. Those planners do not use goal configuration and the intention is to grasp an object.
The proposed algorithms have been developed for and are implemented in the rehabilitation robot FRIEND (Fig. 1 (Functional Robot arm with user-friendly interface for Disabled people). FRIEND is designated to support disabled people (spinal cord injuries above vertebra C4, ALS patients or patients with similar disabilities) in all day living as well as in professional life. FRIEND operates usually in complex environment which includes many obstacles (kitchen, shop floor). The probability of collision between the robot arm and the objects is high and for that reason a sophisticated motion planner is needed. FRIEND is equipped with a 7 DoF robot arm. The extra DoF gives the redundancy, which is important in order for the manipulator to execute complex tasks.
The paper is divided into five sections. The following section describes shortly the conventional RRT as well as the differences between previous and current work. The third section explains the algorithms. The following one presents the experiment results which are followed by a discussion about them. Conclusions and further work will be discussed in the last section.
BACKGROUND
The methods proposed in this work are based on the RRT method. This algorithm shortly explores the configuration space (C-Space) by generating random configurations. The algorithm grows a search tree out from an initial position and uses random samples in order to expand the tree towards unexplored regions. Its ability to explore the available space in high dimensional spaces makes the algorithm very efficient. Moreover biasing towards a goal configuration improves the performance significantly. That ability to explore high dimensional spaces is the reason why the algorithm is used in many motion planning scenarios. However this ability is also a drawback, since it needs time until the whole exploration will finish. Several ideas have been proposed in order to reduce the exploration space. Solutions like increasing Voronoi bias presented at Lindemann and LaValle (2004) or defining n-dimensional spheres (see Jaillet et al. (2005) ) or using retraction algorithm like in Zhang and Manocha (2008) would improve the performance . However in this paper the simple and fast idea of using Nd-Cuboid regions for reducing the available C-Space will be applied (refer to Fragkopoulos and Gräser (2010a) ).
Normally in path planning problem the frame of the endeffector is given. This means, that the goal configuration is not defined. For redundant manipulators there is a infinite number of configurations that correspond to the same goal position and orientation. That could be a drawback in case of grasping an object. A very good inverse kinematics solver is needed. Moreover among all inverse kinematic solutions only one must be chosen. That is not optimal, since grasping involves many possibilities. The standard RRT normally does not behave well in such a problem, since it needs goal configuration.
In last years great effort has been made in this direction. Jacobian transpose (J T )is used in order to move the manipulator to the desired grasping position (see Vandeweghe et al. (2007) and Bertram (2006) ). The algorithm in this case finishes when the desired position is reached. The drawback in this case is that J T converges very slowly. Moreover in this method there is no guarantee for joint limits and singularities. Very recent work uses the pseudo-inverse Jacobian(J + ) in order to move the manipulator in workspace (see Vahrenkamp et al. (2009) for more details). Moreover their algorithm selects randomly a grasping pose and tries to expand towards the selected one with the help of J + . The method behaves better than the previous one, since the pseudo-inverse converges faster than the J T . In the same work inverse kinematics solver was developed, in order to create goal configurations, a procedure which gave better experiment results. In other work workspace goal region is defined, and a goal is derived randomly from this area (see Berenson et al. (2009) ). In the same work they tried to solve problems with constraint motion parameters using pseudo inverse jacobian in order to project from cartesian to joint space.
In this paper several methods will be investigated. Pseudo inverse jacobian based on WLN method (J W LN ) will be applied.
Secondly the cartesian space will be divided into small cuboid cells, and the cells will be used later for generating Nd-Cuboid areas(see Fragkopoulos and Gräser (2010b) ). Inside those areas, the random configurations will be generated. The selection of the appropriate cell can be made randomly or based on a cost function. Another method uses inverse kinematics and connection in C-Space instead of J W LN in order to drive the manipulator to a goal position. This position is actually a frame , described afterwards. The following section explains all the algorithms.
GRASPING POSES
In this work in order to grasp an object a relative frame between the object's and the end-effector's frame is attached. Given {B} the base coordinate frame (the basis of the robot arm),{G} the end-effector's and {O} object's frame, the relation between the object's and end-effector's frame is given by:
Given the T B G for an object the calculation of end-effector (grasping) frame from (1) is easy procedure. The T B G normally is a pre-knowledge and comes from database. The negative with that idea is that only one grasping frame is assigned. For that reason, depending on the object that is necessary to be handled, different grasping frames could be assigned. The method copes mostly with cylindrical objects, since geometry of present gripper reduces other objects. For cylindrical objects like a bottle in figure 2 the grasping frames could be calculated around the middle point of the bottle. Adding small rotations around an axis (for example on Z axes) for T B O different grasping frames could be calculated. With such a method a set of possible grasping-goal frames could be defined.
MOTION PLANNING WITHOUT GOAL CONFIGURATION

Weighted least-norm (WLN) method
The kinematic equation describing the relationship between the joint and the end-effector velocities is given with: x = J ·θ (2) For a redundant manipulator where the number of degrees is bigger than the necessary degrees of freedom the inverse jacobian does not exist. Therefor an infinite number of joint velocities vectorsθ exist for a givenẋ. The joint velocities could be expressed by:
Where the J + is the pseudo-inverse matrix given by J T · (J · J T ) −1 . In Chan and Dubey (1995) is shown that the Weighted Least-Norm (WLN) method, considering the avoidance of joint limits, could provide better results from the gradient projection method. The gradient projection method is given by the equation:
where k is a real scalar number. The function H(θ ) is a performance criterion. The value of k is taken to be positive if H(θ ) is to be maximized. Otherwise it is taken to be negative. In WLN method the relation between joint and end-effector velocities is given by the following equation: Let's remark here that if W is unique, the method is similar to pseudo-inverse. For the rest of the paper is used:
The W matrix is an NxN, where N is the number of DoF of the system. In Chan and Dubey (1995) the proposed performance criterion(H(θ )) for avoiding joint limits is given by:
The H(θ ) automatically gives higher weight to the joints nearing their limits and goes to infinity at the joint bounds. Based on H(θ ) the W matrix is defined as follows:
and the i th element of W matrix is calculated as follows:
The w i is not a continuous function of joint angles. It is discontinuous when ∆ ∂ H(θ ) ∂ θ i changes sign. When the robot arm is very close to joint limits, the
has a very big value and the manipulator tries to avoid them.
Creation of Random Configurations
The algorithms depend highly on the way that the configurations are generated. In order to cope with the dispersion around the whole configuration space Nd-Cuboid domains are used(see Fragkopoulos and Gräser (2010a) ). Shortly using Nd-cuboid domains the algorithm works as follows: Having a specific SIZE for the Nd-Cuboid the algorithm takes a configuration and generates a cuboid around it. The random configuration is generated inside that Nd-cuboid area. That Nd-Cuboid area is strictly defined inside the joint limits of the robot arm.
Another proposal for creating random configurations is done from Fragkopoulos and Gräser (2010b) . In this work they divided the cartesian space into cells. The algorithm selects the cell which has better cost and a bigger distance from obstacles. The cost function is a balance between the euclidean distances in cartesian space to a target and the current pose: Cost = (1 − A) · DistToTarget + A · DistToCurrent (9) Another variation that will be examined is the random selection of the cell. A free from collision cell could be randomly selected, instead of using specific criteria. Finally middle point of the cell is used as a pose in order to calculate a collisionfree configuration from inverse kinematics . The Figures 3 and  4 show the procedures for generating a random or based on a cell configuration.
Expansion
The expansion towards a target configuration is done by sampling the direct line in C-Space. Each sample is examined for collision. The expanded configuration is taken M-points before the configuration that collides (see Fragkopoulos and Gräser (2010b) ) (Fig 3) . In this work two more expansions are exam-Algorithm 1 Expansion with Jacobian(Q cur ,P target ,iDelay) 1: J normal Jacobian Matrix, Q is configuration,Index integer value 2: Tree actual tree ,P robot arm frame(X,Y,Z,RotX,RotY,RotZ) 3: Q temp =Q cur 4: repeat 5:
P cur ← ForwardKinematics(Q temp ) 6: ∆P = P target − P cur 7: J = Compute jacobian(Q temp ) 8: Algorithm 2 -Expansion Inverse Kinematics(Q cur ,P target ,deltaStep) 1: Q is configuration,Tree actual tree 2: P refers to frame 3: P start = ForwardKinematics(Q cur ) 4: repeat 5:
Step = deltaStep/DistanceToGoal 6: P temp = CalculateNextFrame(P start , P target , Step) 7:
Tree.Add(Q temp ) 10:
Q cur = Q temp 11: else 12: return false 13:
end if 14: until (Distance(P temp − P target ) ≤ SmallValue) 15: return true One is with the usage of Jacobian matrix, and the second one is with inverse kinematics. Algorithm 1 presents the expansion with the usage of Jacobian matrix. The algorithm computes the J W LN and then the manipulator tries to move towards the target pose with small step. The advantages of this procedure is that there is not necessity to solve inverse kinematics.
The second method for expansion is done over the direct cartesian line. It works similar to normal expansion in C-Space. The direct cartesian line between the current's and end-effector's pose is sampled and for each sample the inverse kinematics are applied. The function CalculateNextFrame calculates the 4x4 sample frame using a variable
Step which defines the small step that the manipulator will move in task space. For calculating Q Cur = FindMinEucledianDistance(Tree, GoalFrame) 26:
Q generated = CalculateInvKinematic(BestCell) 29:
Q cur =ExpandRandomlyWithNCuboid(Q generated ) 30:
Tree.Add(Q cur ) 31:
end if 32:
end if 33: end loop Algorithm 4 ExpandRandomlyWithNCuboid(Q cur ) 1: CREATE-N-CUBOID(Q cur ) 2: Q rand ←CREATE-RANDOM-CONFIGURATION() 3: Q near ←FIND-NEAREST-NEIGHBOUR(Tree,Q rand ) 4: Q expand ←EXPAND(Q near − > Q rand ) 5: return Q expand this frame refer to R.P. Paul (1981) ' work. The procedure should be fast and for that reason only three solutions from inverse kinematics are examined. Each solution has the same ToolCenter-Point (TCP) but the elbow position is different. The configuration which is closer to the start configuration and has better clearance is selected. The clearance defines the distance from obstacles. Afterwards every pair of intermediate configuration is checked, if its configurations could be connected through direct line in C-Space. The Algorithm 2 and figure  5 show the procedure. Let remind here that the connection between the configurations is done in C-Space.
A good inverse kinematics solver is necessary in order for the procedure to run fast. In this work the kinematics of the manipulator are designed in a manner that each joint has rotation axes for 90 o degrees relatively to the previous one. For this kind of manipulator, an analytical inverse kinematics solution is developed (see Ivlev and Gräser (1998) and Ivlev and Gräser (2000) ).
ExpandRandomlyWithNCuboid
The algorithmic steps of this method is presented in Algorithm 4 . First a random configuration is created and then an expan-sion from the nearest neighbor to the random configuration is done. The expansion is done in C-Space and is described in the previous sub-section. Let remark here that the nearest neighbor computation is done in configurations space. That means that the metric that is used is the euclidean distance in C-Space. Defining N the total number of joint the equation:
gives the metric that is used in this work.
Planning algorithms
J W LN -RRT with/without cells The steps of J W LN − RRT algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 3. A random value a decides weather the procedure is going to follow an expansion towards a goal frame or a normal random expansion. The procedure ExpandRandomlyWithNCuboid takes the last configuration produced by the algorithm 1, generates Nd-Cuboid area based on that configuration and expands the tree in C-Space like in Figure 3 .
If the procedure has to generate cells, the configuration that is used in order to create Nd-Cuboid area is generated from the selected cell. The selection could be done either with a cost function or randomly as it is referred before. The latter adds more randomized behavior to the algorithm since the area, where the Nd-Cuboids will be generated, is randomly selected.
The expansion with this algorithm is randomly controlled. That means that high value of parameter Eg would cause the algorithm to expand more times toward the goal frame. On the other side small values will cause to explore unnecessarily the C-Space.
InverseKinematics-RRT with/without cells The algorithmic steps are shown in Algorithm 3. Like J W LN a random value a decides the way that the algorithm expands. The steps work the same like with J W LN − RRT . The main difference between the two algorithms is the function ExpansionWithInverseKin. This function uses the algorithm 2 that is followed by random expansion. This expansion could be done with or without cartesian cell division like previously.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The first implementation of the approaches has been completed and it has been tested for the manipulator of the system. The manipulator has 7 degrees of freedom and the experiments are made in Mapped Virtual Reality (MVR) which simulates the manipulator and its environment. The algorithm for calculating the minimum distances between objects is GJK (see Cameron (1997) ). The algorithm computes all the distances between a joint and objects from the environment. The minimum from all distances for all joints should be bigger than a minimum value. In our experiments that value is set to 1cm.
The workstation consists of an INTEL Core2 1.86GHz processor with 2GB main memory. In order to study each algorithm different benchmarks with different parameters are examined. All presented results are the average from a set of experiments. A comparison between J + and J W LN is done. Two tables present the time and the number of nodes for resulted trajectory of each experiment. Because Jacobian based methods produces a lot of configurations, a maximum number of 3000 Nodes is set. The implementation of calculating the Jacobian is based on Orin and Schrader (1984) 's method. From that work the Jacobian from end effector based on the basis ( B J G ,{B} is basis and {G} the end effector) is calculated. In this work two experiments are done. Let's mention here that for all experiments one goal frame is used. Many frames with different orientations could be used. Since manipulator is redundant, one frame involves many poses of the robot arm, since the elbow can have different positions.
Experiment 1
The goal of this experiment is to study the effectiveness of moving the manipulator to a desire position. The environment is complex since the manipulator should move out of the microwave.
Experiment 2
In this experiment the robot arm should move to a pre-frame in order to grasp a bottle. The pre -frame is very close to a frame calculated by (1). As mentioned before grasping a bottle involves many grasping frames. For benchmarking purpose we selected one goal frame.
DISCUSSION -CONCLUSION
The paper presents some new methods in path planning for manipulators with high DoF. The Jacobian based approaches have the advantage of not using inverse kinematics (IK), however the convergence time seems to be higher comparing with the methods based on IK. Comparing J W LN and J + , the J W LN gives good results, showing the WLN method could be applied also for sampling based motion planners. Jacobian based methods also have bigger probability of failure, since they create more nodes. Most of the failures are presented in case of absence of the cells. In addition reducing the size of the Nd-Cuboid reduces also the dispersion around the generated from the cell configuration. The size of cells plays a role, since smaller cell give better detail for the space, but it may produce lot of nodes because of that. Let examine also the role of the parameter E g . A big value increases the biasing towards the goal, and smaller value increases the random expansion. From experiment results in complex scenes a suitable value is important to be chosen. In the above experiment, a value of 0.8 was chosen, which gives a probability of 80% to expand with any method towards the goal. 
